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We determine the set of all possible least periods of shift register sequences for 
non-linear feedback functions of the form f(x,, ,..., x,-J = x0 + &, (xi + 6,) 
where m > k + 1 > 3 and the least period of the k-block b, *.* b, is k itself. 
The diagram below illustrates an m-stage shift register with feedback 
function jI 
This shift register, with initial state (x0 ,..., x,,+r), determines a sequence 
x = (x,, x1 ,...) by 
xi+?n = f(& ,***, Xi+?+1) for all i > 0. (1) 
Any sequence satisfying (1) is called a shift register sequence for J 
If Xg ,...) x,,-~ are in some finite symbol set S and if J Sm --f S, then the 
sequence x determined by (1) is ultimately periodic, i.e., there exist N 3 0 
and p >, 1 such that 
Xi = Xi+0 for all i 2 N. (4 
Any p 3 1 such that x satisfies (2) for some N > 0 is called a period of x. 
One of the important problems in the theory of shift registers is what we 
call the Cycle Structure Problem: given f, determine the set of all possible 
least periods of shift register sequences forf: 
There is an extensive literature (see [5] and the bibliography therein) on the 
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Cycle Structure Problem when the symbol set is a finite field GF(q) and f is 
a linear function 
mo ,..., x+1) = UOXO + ... + am-,x,-, . 
For example, the Fibonacci sequence (mod q) is a shift register sequence for 
mo > Xl) = x0 + x1- The Cycle Structure Problem for linear feedback 
functions is by no means completely solved. However, it has long been 
known [9] that in this case there is an equivalent formulation in terms of 
polynomials over GF(q). It is in the algebraic setting that the Cycle Structure 
Problem for linear feedback functions is usually studied. 
In the general theory of shift register sequences (see [2]), including of 
course those for non-linear feedback functions, it is customary to take for 
the symbol set GF(2) = (0, l}. We shall assume from here on that the symbol 
set is (0, l}. 
The fact that, in general, shift register sequences are not periodic, i.e., 
xi = x~+~ for all i > 0, but rather only ultimately periodic, is somewhat 
of a nuisance. The following lemma shows exactly when that nuisance may 
be avoided. Note that iff: (0, I}” + (0, l} and so ,..., s,-~ E (0, I}, then there 
is a unique shift register sequence x for f with “initial m-block” sU ... s,-i , 
i.e., Xi = Si for 0 < i < m - I. 
LEMMA 1 [2, p. 1151. Let f: (0, l},l + (0, 11. Then every m-block is the 
initial m-block of some periodic shift register sequence for f if and only iff is 
linear in thefirst variable, i.e., f (x0 ,..., x,+~) = x0 + g(x, ,..., x+J for some 
g: (0, l>,-l -+ (0, 1). 
The reader familiar with symbolic dynamics will recognize this condition 
(linearity in the first variable) as important in the theory of endomorphisms 
of the shift dynamical system. It is the simplest known condition on f which 
implies that the induced endomorphism fm (see below) is onto, finite-to-one, 
measure-preserving, etc. (see [3]). In this paper, we will translate the Cycle 
Structure Problem into the language of symbolic dynamics, replace it by a 
somewhat more general problem (the Least Periods Problem) and solve the 
more general problem for a particular class of non-linear feedback functions. 
Published work, other than [2, Part III], on non-linear shift registers appears 
to be rare. We mention the solution to the Cycle Structure Problem for a 
certain class of non-linear feedback functions due to Kjeldsen [4] and 
Soreng [6, 7, 81. 
The shzyt dynamical system (A’, u) described below is an appropriate setting 
for the study of two-sided, i.e., doubly infinite, shift register sequences. Let 
X = fi (0, l} = {x = (xi) j xi = 0 or 1; i = 0, &l,,.. }, 
--m 
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where (0, l> is given the discrete topology and X the product topology. 
(Actually, the topology of X is irrelevant for the results of this paper). The 
shift homeomorphism o: X + X is defined by 
Thus x E X is periodic, i.e., there exists p > 1 such that xi = xi fD for all i, 
if and only if up(x) = x for some p > 1. To avoid confusion with other 
kinds of periodicity (for example, in Lemma 2), from here on we shall use the 
term u-periodic in place of the term periodic. 
Let k 3 0. A (k + I)-block map is a function f: (0, l}“+l -+ (0, 11; f maps 
(k + 1)-blocks to symbols, i.e., l-blocks. It maps (k + 2)-blocks to 2-blocks 
by 
f(xo ,..‘> &+1) = (ml >-**> Xd,f(Xl 2.-*> &+1N. 
Similarly, f maps (k + 3)-blocks to 3-blocks, etc. and f induces an endo- 
morphism of (X, u), i.e., a continuous, shift-commuting map fm of X to 
itself, by 
[f&Ii = fc% ,***9 Xi+d. 
Letf be a (k + I)-block map. A point x E X which satisfies 
f& = e-4 (3) 
for some m > k + 1 is called a shift register sequence forJ This is because (3) 
is clearly equivalent to 
xi+m = f(Xi ,.-a> Xifk) for all i. (4) 
Note that (4) is the two-sided version of (1) when k = m - 1. 
In contrast to the one-sided case, every shift register sequence is actually 
a-periodic, not just ultimately u-periodic. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a (k + 1)-block map and let m 3 k + 1. If fm(x) = 
am(x), then x is both u-periodic and f,-periodic. Furthermore, tfp is the Ieast 
u-period of x and T is the least f,-period of x, then p = Tn for some factor n 
ofm. 
ProoJ Define an (m + I)-block map h by h(x,, ,..., xnz) = f(x, ,..., xe) + 
x, . Then h,(x) = z where zi = 0 for all i. Since h is linear in the last variable, 
h, maps X onto X [3, Theorem 6.61. Since z is u-periodic, so is x 
[3, Theorem 9.11. 
Since fw”(x) = amp(x) = x, x is f,-periodic and p = 7rn for some n >, 1. 
But Y"'(X) = fmm(x) = x, so rrn is a multiple of p, say rrn = pq. Then 
in = nq. 
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Again in contrast to the one-sided case, not every m-block need appear 
in some x E X satisfying fm(x) = am(x). For example, if f(x,, , x1) = x,,xl , 
then 01 appears in no point x E X satisfying&(x) = G(x). However, we do 
have the following analogue of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a (k + 1)-block map and let m 3 k + 1. Then every 
m-block appears in some x E X satisfying fm(x) = o”(x) if and only if f is 
linear in the first variable. 
Proof. Suppose f is linear in the first variable, f(x,, ,..., xle> = x0 f 
g(x1 ,..-> x,J for some k-block map g. Let x1 9.. x,,, be an m-block. Inductively 
define xi for i > m + 1 by xi = f(xipnz ,..., xipm+J and for i < 0 by 
xi = d&+1 Y***Y &+A + Xi+m . Then x = (xi) satisfies f,,(x) = C?(X). 
Suppose f is not linear in the first variable. Then there exist x1 ,..., xK such 
that f(0, x1 ,..., x3 = f(1, x1 ,..., x3. Let x~+~ ,..., x,-~ be arbitrary and let 
- 1 + f(0, x1 ,..., x~). Then x1 
Z&ying fm( y) = am(y). 
a*’ x, cannot appear in any point y E X 
We rephrase and extend the Cycle Structure Problem as follows. 
The Least Periods Problem. Let f be a (k + l)-block map. For each 
m 2 k + 1, determine the set of pairs p and VT, where p is the least u- 
period and 7r is the least f,-period of some x E X satisfying fm(x) = am(x). 
We will solve the Least Periods Problem for the particular class of functions 
described below. For the remainder of this paper, 
f&o T..‘, 4 = xo + fi (xi + bi + I), 
i=l 
where k 2 2 and the least period of the k-block B = b, ... bl, is k itself. 
(Here q is a period of a, *.* a, provided 1 < q < n and ai = ai+p for 
1 < i < n - q). When we write fm(x) = am(x), we will assume that m 3 
k + 1. The solution to the Least Periods Problem for f as above appears as 
Theorems 1,2 and 3. 
We adopt the following notational conventions. 
1. U=landi=O. 
2. If A = a, a** a,, then A” = a, *.. a,_@, . In particular, B = 
b, ... b,& . 
3. If x E X and n > 0, then xn = fm”(x). 
4. We will use juxtaposition of blocks to denote concatenation, and 
often omit parentheses and commas. For example, we will write an expression 
such as f (CD) = E when C, D and E are k-blocks. 
The class of maps under consideration includes the following (writing E -- in place of x + 1): x0 + x& and x0 + x,x,x,x,, but not x0 + x&x, , for 
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in the last case 2 is a period of B = 101. This class of maps is a proper 
subclass of the class of maps for which the Commuting Block Maps Problem 
[l] has been solved. Computations based on results from [I] provided the 
experimental data which led to the solutions of the Least Periods Problem 
for this class of maps, as well as an important ingredient (Lemma 12) of the 
solution. 
The following result, although obvious, is basic to the analysis which 
follows. 
LEMMA 4. f(x,, ,..., xk) = X0 if and only tf x1 *.. xk = B. Therefore, 
f,,(x) = x if and only if B does not appear in x. 
The shift register sequences for f in which B does not appear are dealt 
with easily. 
THEOREM 1. Let fm(x) = @(x) and suppose that B does not appear in x. 
Let p be the least u-period of x and rr the least f,,-period of x. Then rr = 1 andp 
is a factor of m. 
Conversely, if k 3 3 and p is a factor of m, then there is a point x E X with 
least u-period p, least f,-period 1, in which B does not appear and which 
satisfies f&r) = a”~(~). If k = 2, then only p = 1 is the least u-period of some 
x E X with least f,-period 1, in which B does not appear and which satisjies 
fmW = 04. 
Proof Since B does not appear in x, 7~ = 1. Then by Lemma 2, p is a 
factor of m. 
Conversely, suppose that k > 3 and p is a factor of m. Let 
c = ‘0 ‘I:.‘& and D = i Yr.‘io. 
Then p is the least u-period of both ... CCC ... and ... DDD .... It suffices 
to show that B cannot appear in both of these points, for then at least one 
of them has least f,-period 1 and so satisfies f-(x) = x = urn(x). If p = 1 or 
2, then B appears in neither of these points, for otherwise B would have 
period 1 or 2. If p 3 3, then 11 does not appear in *.. CCC ... and 00 does 
not appear in ... DDD .... Since either 00 or 11 appears in B, B cannot appear 
in both points. 
If k = 2, then B = 01 or 10, and so B appears in every u-periodic point 
except ... 000 ... and ... 111 .... Both of these points have least u-period 1 
and least f,-period 1, and so satisfy fm(x) = x = am(x). 
We now turn to shift register sequences for f in which B does appear. 
LEMMA 5. If fm(x) = u*(x) and B appears in x, then the least u-period p 
of x is not a factor of m. 
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Proof. If p is a factor of m, then urn(x) = x and so fJx) = x, contrary 
to Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 6. No block of length j + k, where 1 < j < k - 1, begins with B 
and ends with either B or E). Therefore, for any k-block C, B is not an “interior” 
block of either CB or CB. 
Proof Suppose that A = a, ... aj+k is a (j + k)-block which begins 
with B and ends with B or B. Then a, ‘.. ak = b, ... bl, and aj+l .‘. aj+k,_I = 
b, . ..bk--l.andsoaj+l...a,=b,...b,_j.Buta,+,.’.a,=bj+,...b,andso 
b, ... bk+ = bj+, ... bl,, which implies that B has a period less than k. 
Therefore, no such block exists. 
LEMMA I. Let D be a k-block and suppose that B is not an interior block 
of CD. Then f (CD) = C unless D = B, in which case f (CD) = c. In parti- 
cular, tf C is any k-block, then f (CB) = C and f (CB) = 2;. 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 4 and 6. 
It follows from Lemma 7 that 
f(BB) = f@) = B and f(BB) = f (BB) = B 
and hence f maps concatenations of B’s and i?s to concatenations of B’s and 
B’s. We may now reduce the study of shift register sequences for f in which B 
appears and which are concatenations of B’s and B’s to the study of shift 
register sequences for the linear map F(x, , x1) = x,, + x1 . Let 
X, = (x E X 1 xik+r a*. xik+t = B or B for all i}. 
Thus the set of concatenations of B’s and E)‘s is UFzt uj(X,). Define +: X, --t X 
by 
LEMMA 8. $ maps X, one-to-one, onto X, duk = ~4 and $fW = F,4. 
THEOREM 2. Let fm(x) = am(x) and suppose that B appears in x and that x 
is a concatenation of B’s and B’s. Let p be the least u-period of x and r the 
least f,-period of x. Then = > 2, p = qk for some q > 2, and m = nk for 
some n 3 2. 
Conversely, if rr, q, n 3 2, then there is a point x E X with least u-period qk, 
least f,-period rr, in which B appears, which is a concatenation of B’s and fi’s 
and which satisfies fW(x) = unk(x) if and only if there is a point y E X with least 
u-period q and least Fm-period rr which satisfies F,(y) = un( y). 
Proof Since B appears in x, ?r 3 2. 
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Ifp were not a multiple of k, then B would be an interior block of BB, BP, 
BB or Bf), contrary to Lemma 6. If p = k, then x = ... BBB ... and by 
Lemma 7,fm(x) = ... BBP) .... Then &j(x) = ... BBB ... for allj >, 1, and 
hence x is not f,-periodic. Therefore p = qk for some q > 2. 
Since x and uj(x) have the same least a-period (and the same leastf,-period) 
we may assume that x E X, . Thenf,(x) E X, , and as above, if m were not a 
multiple of k, then B would be an interior block of BB, BB, BB or BE. Since 
m>k+l,m=nkforsomen>2. 
The second paragraph of Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 8 by standard 
dynamical arguments. 
We remark that although the Least Periods Problem for F (in its algebraic 
form) has been the subject of extensive computer studies (see [lo] for 
m < 30,000), as far as we are aware, it has not been solved completely. 
We now turn to the problem of determining the possible least periods of 
shift register sequences for f in which B appears but which are not concate- 
nations of B’s and fi’s. We will determine the leastf,-period of such a point 
by means of an analogue (Lemma 12) of Lemma 4 for certain powers off 
and fm. Powers of a block map g are defined so that for all 12 3 1, 
( PL = gm”. For example, f” is the (2k + I)-block map defined by 
f Yx, ‘..., XZJ = f (f (X” 3.V.) .qJY..,f kc 5*.*, x23). 
LEMMA 9. Let C and D be k-blocks. Zf f (CD) = B, then C = B or 8. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4 and 7, it is sufficient to show that B is not an interior 
block of CD. 
Let C = c1 . .. clc , D = d, ... dk and suppose that B is an interior block of 
CD, say B=ci...ckdl ... dieI for some i, 2 < i d k. In particular, 
c. ‘.. ck = b, ... b,_,+l . 
s: f(CD) = cl 
By Lemma 6, this is the only appearance of B in CD, 
... ci_&,ci ... cL and hence ci ... ck = bj ... b, . But then 
b, ... b,-,+l = bi ... bl, and so B has a period less than k. Therefore B is not 
an interior block of CD. 
LEMMA 10. Zf ~1,~ ... x:+~ = B for some j 3 0, then x:+~ *. . .x:+~ = B or 
Bforalln 30. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that t = 0. For n 3 0 
and any integer i, define 
Then x” = ... Cll,C,“C,n ... and f(Ci”Cin,J = C,“+‘. We show that if 
C,j = B, then 
Cln = B or B (5) 
for all n 3 0. The proof is by induction on j. 
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Letj = 0, i.e., C,O = B. Then (5) is true for n = 0. Suppose N >, 0 and (5) 
is true for all n, 0 < II < N. Sincef(C10C20) = C,’ and B is not an interior 
block of C10C20, it follows from Lemma 7 that C,’ = B or 8, and in the latter 
case C,O = B. If Cl1 = B, then by the subinductive hypothesis applied to x1, 
Cr+’ = B or 8. If C,’ = 8, and hence C,O = B, then by the subinductive 
hypothesis applied to u”(x), C,” = B or B and so C,N’l = f(CiNCZN) = B 
or 8. Hence (5) is true for all n 3 0 ifj = 0. 
Now suppose that J > 0 and (5) is true for all n > 0 if 0 < j < J. Let 
Ci+l = B. Then, since f(C,“C,-‘) = C{+‘, it follows from Lemma 9 that 
C,” = B or 4. If CIJ = B, then by the inductive hypothesis, (5) is true for all 
II >, 0. If C,” = 8, then by Lemma 4, C, J = B. By the inductive hypothesis 
applied to u*(x), Czn = B or B for all n > 0, and so by Lemma 7, Cln = B 
or B for all n > 0. Therefore (5) is true for all it 3 0 ifj = J + 1 and the 
proof is complete. 
Forq 3 l,let 
4, = PI -.-B,/B,=BorBforl ,(i<q}, 
A,* = {Bl ... B,EA*I B, = B). 
LEMMA 11. If xi,1 -.. x:+,~ E A$ for some j > 0, then x;+~ **a x:+,~ E A, 
for all n 2 0. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 10, we may assume that t = 0, and 
again define Gin = xE-~,~+~ ... x:~ . We show that if C,j ~0. C,j E A$ for some 
j > 0, then Cln ... C,” E A, for all n > 0. The proof is by induction on q. 
If q = 1, the result is true by Lemma 10. Suppose q > 1 and the result is 
true for q. We show it is true for q + 1. Let C,j *.. Ct,, E A,*,, . Then 
C,j = B or B and C,j ... Ci,, E A,f. By the inductive hypothesis applied to 
ak(x), c,n ... CF+, E A, for all it 3 0. Then as in the proof of the preceding 
lemma, Gin = B or fi for all n > 0. Therefore Cln ... C:+, E A,,, for all 
n 3 0. 
LEMMA 12. Let v 2 0. Thenf2”(xo ,..., x2vk) = 2, ifandonly ifx, ... x2”k E 
A$ . Therefore, f”,“(x) = x if and only if no block in A.$ appears in x. 
Proo$ Suppose x1 ‘** xzyk E A.$. Define xi for i < 0 and i > 2vk so that 
x = (xi) E X, . By Lemma 8, #E(x) = Fz&x). It is easy to show that 
F2”( Yo ,..‘, YP) = Yo + Y2" . Therefore, [y%%~lo = [qWlo + [4(x&. But 
X~Y~ = b, , so [flx)12y = 1 and hence [@z(x))lo # [b(x)], . It follows that 
Kc410 i x0 , i.e., f2”(xo ,..., x,~~) = X0 . 
We prove the other implication by induction on v. If v = 0, then the result 
is true by Lemma 4. Suppose v > 0 and the result is true for v. We show it 
for v + 1. Let n = 2” and suppose f2”(xo ,..., x.&k) = x0 . Let y = xn. 
Thenf”(x, ,..., xnk) = Yo andfYy0 ,..., .hkE) = xO. 
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If y, = X0 , i.e., f”(xO ,..., x,J = X0 andf”( y, ,..., ynk) = y, , then by the 
inductive hypothesis, x1 ... x,& E Aa . Therefore, by Lemma 11, y1 ... y,, E A, . 
If Yl ... ynr E AZ , then by the first part of the proof, f”( y, ,..., ynk) = j0 . 
Therefore, y, *” y,k E A, - A,X , and so ynk = 6,. Then f “(x,~ ,..., xZnk) = 
6, = %,k , the last equality since x1 ... x,~ E AZ . Then by the inductive 
hypothesis, x,k+l ... x2& E 0: and so x1 ... xZnk E A& . 
If y0 = x0 , i.e., f”(xo ,..., x,~) = x0 andf’“( y. ,..., ynk) = y. , then by the 
inductive hypothesis, y, ... y,, EA,” .Therefore,byLemmall,x,~.~x,,oA,. 
If x,...x,,EAf , then by the first part of the proof, f”(xo ,..., xnk) = E, . 
Therefore,x,~~~x,,~A,-A~,andsox,,=~,.Buty,~~~y,,~A~,so 
ynk = bl, and hence f n(x,k ,..., x2&) = %,k . Then by the inductive hypo- 
thesis, xlzktl ... xZnle E A,* and so x1 ... xZnk E Ai& . 
We remark that an explicit formula for f2” can be found using Lemma 12. 
For example, iff(xo ,..., x3) = x0 $ x,X,X,, then 
f”(xo ,..., x,,)=x,+xxxxxxx x z 1 2 4 5 7 8 10 11 12. 
Actually, Lemma 12 was discovered by first deriving the formula for f 2y 
using results from [I]. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose B appears in x but x is not a concatenation of B’s 
and B’s. If x is a-periodic, then it is f,-periodic and the least f,-period of x is 2a 
for some ci > I. 
Proof. It suffices to show that f:(x) = x for some v > 0. For then x is 
f,-periodic and the least f,,-period 7~ of x is a factor of 2”) so n = P for some 
ol>,O.SinceBappearsinx,~>2andsoa>l. 
Let p be a a-period of x and choose v so that 2” > p. If f:(x) # x, then 
by Lemma 12, there is a 2%-block Bl *.. Bp E A$ which appears in x. Let 
A = B, ... B, . Since p is a u-period of x, the kp-block A is a “period block” 
of x, i.e., x = ... AAA .... But then x is a concatenation of B’s and i?s. 
Therefore, f”,‘(x) = x for so me v 3 0. 
LEMMA 14. Let fJx) = urn(x) and suppose that B appears in x but that 
x is not a concatenation of B’s and B’s. Let p be the least o-period of x and n 
the least f,-period of x. Then GCD( p, m) > kr/2. 
Proof. By Lemma 13, VT = 2E for some 01 > 1. Let q = 2&-l. Then 
fm*(x) # x, so by Lemma 12, there is a qk-block in A,* which appears in x. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that x1 ..* xqk E AZ. 
Let d = GCD(p, m) and let s be any integer. There exist t and U, with 
st 3 0, such that d = tm + up. Then f z(x) = asd(x) and therefore x9’ = 
xi+sd for all i. Since x1 *.. xok E A,*, xi” ... x”,” E A, by Lemma 11. Therefore, 
Xl+sd “’ &Wsd E A, and so 
X,ktl+8d "' Xrktk+sd = B or B if O<r<q-1. (6) 
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Now suppose that d < kr/2, i.e., d < qk. If d is a multiple of k, say d = nk, 
then 1 < n < q. Let i be any integer. There exist r and s, with 0 < r < n - 1, 
such that i = sn + r. Since n < q, it fOliOWS from (6) that &+I *** Xik+k = B 
or f). Since i is arbitrary, x is a concatenation of B’s and B’s. Therefore, d is 
notamultipleofk,Writed=vk+jwhereO<v<q-land1 <j< 
k-l.Letr=q-1-uands=l.ThenO<r<q-landsoitfollows 
from (6) that x(,-,),+,,~ ... x&+j = B or S. Since x1 *.. &,k E A$, 
x&l)k+l *" &?k - - B. But then X(q-I)k+I .‘. xpk+$ is a (k f j)-block which 
begins with B and ends with either B or gi. By Lemma 6, this is impossible. 
Therefore d > knl2. 
THEOREM 3. Let foe(x) = am(x) and suppose that B appears in x but that 
x is not a concatenation of B’s and k?s. Write m = 2% where n is odd. Let p be 
the least o-period of x and 7~ the least f,-period of x. Then r = 2~ where 
1 < 01 < log,(2m/k) and p = 2-+uq where q > 2a-@-1k and q is a factor of n. 
Conversely, if 1 < 01 < log,(2m/k) and q > 2ol-@-lk is a factor of n, then 
there is a point x E X with least o-period 2”+@q, least f,-period 2=, in which B 
appears but which is not a concatenation of B’s and B’s, and which satisjies 
fm(x) = a%4 
ProoJ Since m 3 GCD(p, m), it follows from Lemma 14 that 7~ < 2m/k. 
By Lemma 13, 71 = 2” for some 01 3 1. Therefore 1 < OL < log,(2m/k). 
By Lemma 2, p = 2”m’ where m’ is a factor of m. Thus p = 2”fAq where 
0 ,( X < p and q is a factor of n. We show that h = p. By Lemma 5, p is 
notafactorofm,henceol+h>~.Letv=a:+h--.Thenl <v<u. 
Since q is a factor of n, n = sq for some s. Then sp = 2Ym and so f:(x) = 
Gum(x) = x. Therefore 2” > 2a and hence v 3 a. Thus v = a and so 
x = p. 
By Lemma 14, GCD(p, m) > krr/2, i.e., 2“q > 2a-1k. Therefore, 
q > ‘2-u-‘k. 
Conversely, let 1 < 01 < log,(2m/k) and let q > 2a-u-1k be a factor of n. 
Define k-blocks Bj for i 3 1 and j > 0 as follows. Let Bio = B for 
1 < i < 2*-l, Bi” = B for i > P-l, and B:+l = f(BijB;+,). It follows from 
Lemma 7 that BC = B or 8, Bij = B if i > 2=-l, and hence B&-1 = B. 
Define 2”-lk-blocks Dj E A& for j 3 0 by Dj = Blj ... B.&-1 . We show 
that Dj = Dj+2a-’ for all j 2 0. From the definition, Dj+2’“-1 = B{+2a-’ ... 
B;$#-l = f2u’-1(Blj ... B&). Since B&-1+1 ... B& = B .. . 8, it follows from 
Lemma 6 that a block in A,*,-, , which necessarily ends with B, can occur 
only as the initial 2a-1k-block of Blj *.a B& . Then by Lemma 12, 
f aaml(Blj ... B&) = Blj ... B,$-1 = Dj. Therefore Dj = Dj+20L-‘. 
Define (2@q - 2”-‘k)-blocks Cj for j >, 0 as follows. Let C be the 
(2”q - 2”-lk)-block consisting entirely of fiqs, let CO = C and Cjfl = 
f (CjB,j). Then by Lemma 6, B is not an interior block of CB, CA, CB or C?B, 
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and hence Cj = C or c. We show that Cj = C@ for all j > 0. Since 
Cj+l = f(CjB,j), Cj+l = Cj or cj according as Bj = B or B. Then 
Pzu = 0 or c’i according as the number of B’s in the set {Blj,..., Bi+2”-‘} 
is even or odd. Since Dj+j’ = Dj+j’+Zaml, Bj+j’ = Bi+j’+2a-1 and therefore the 
number of B’s in (Bj,..., Bi+2Gl-‘> is twice the number of B’s in 
(Blj,..., Bi+2a-1-1} and hence is even. Thus Cj = Cj+2”. 
Let r = n/q. Since n and q are odd, r is odd and GCD(P, r) = 1. Define 
(2”q - 2U-1k)-blocks Ci and 2”-%-blocks Di for all integers i as follows. 
Choose j 3 0 such that i = jr (mod 2E) and let Ci = Cj and Di = Dj. 
Since Cj = P20L and Dj = Dj+2n, Ci and Di are well-defined. 
Let 
Then B appears in D, and hence in x. But x is not a concatenation of B’s 
and B’s. For D-, E A& , so B6, appears in D-,C = DpIC, and hence in x, 
but by Lemma 6, B6, appears in no concatenation of B’s and s’s. 
Since i = i + 2” (mod 2”), Ci = Cif2a and Di = Di+2- . Since each C,Di 
is a 2uq-block, it follows that 2”+uq is a u-period of x. 
Let CL = f  (CiGi) where Gi is the initial k-block of Di , and let DC1 = 
f(DiHi) where Hi is the initial k-block of Ci+,Di+l . Then 
We show that &(x) = am(x). Since each C<+lDi+, ... Ci+rDi+r is a 
2llqr-block, i.e., an m-block, it suffices to show that for each i, C> = C,,, 
and Dil = Di+y . If j>O and i=jr (mod2a), then i+r-(j+l)r 
(mod 23 and so Ci+v = Cj+l and Di+7 = Dj+l. On the other hand, 
Ci’ = f  (C’Gi). Since Gi is the initial k-block of Di = Dj, Gi = B,j and hence 
Cil = Cj+r. Similarly, Dil = f(DjH,>. Since Hi is the initial k-block of 
Ci+lDi+l = Cj’Dj’ for some j’ > 0, Hi # B, for otherwise either B would 
“overlap” B or 8, contrary to Lemma 6, or the first symbol of B would be 5, . 
Then by Lemma 7, f  (BH,) = f  (Bl?). Since Dj E A.& , the terminal k-block 
of Dj is B, so Dt = f  (DiH,) = f  (Djs) = f(DjB$-,+,) = Dj+l. Therefore 
fm(x) = urn(x). 
We show that the least f,-period of x is 2”. Since D,, E A.$-, appears in x, 
f”,“-‘(x) # x by Lemma 12. But 2”+“q is a a-period of x, and therefore so is 
2a+“qr = 2am. Since fm(x) = am(x), f”,“(x) = u~“~(x) = x. Hence the least 
f,-period of x is 2”. 
It remains to show that 2”+“q is the least u-period of x. By the first part of 
the theorem, the least u-period of x is 2”+“q’ where q’ is a factor of rz and 
hence is odd. If D, = B se* B is an interior block of some DiCi+lDi+l , then 
B is an interior block of BCB, BCB, BCB or St%, which is impossible since B 
is neither the initial nor an interior block of CB, CB, eB or CB. Therefore 
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the 2+-lk-block D,, can appear in x only as Di for some i. Hence 2a+uqf is a 
multiple of 2uq, say 2”fuq’ = 2uqt. Write t = 2V where t’ is odd. Then 
2”+uq’ = 2B+uqt’ where q’, q and t’ all are odd, and so q’ = qt ‘. If t ’ > 1, 
then 2”fuq’ > 2a+uq and since 2*+@q is a u-period of x, 2a+uq’ is not the least 
o-period of x. Therefore t’ = 1 and so q = q’. Thus 2m+@q is the least u-period 
of x. 
The proof is complete. 
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